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the search for virtus et veritas
through an inspired scientific method
genevieve dehoyos and arturo deli
Defl
dehoyos
delloyos

the idea of developing

academic excellence on the basis of both
virtus and veritas virtue and truth though not entirely a new idea
would probably present a challenge to most institutions of higher
leaming in the modem world many in the scientific community of today
learning
are proud to claim that their science is free of values the paradigms of
science they insist must be the very essence of objectivity thus
academic secularism an orientation that excludes moral considerations
in the search for truth has become a standard in modem intellectual
centers
there are those however for whom academic excellence is not
really possible unless morality and truth become the purpose of and
incentive for all intellectual achievement in recent years for example
we have seen the establishment of or the pressure to establish non LDS
religious sessions in several scientific and professional association
meetings around the country some scholars even go so far as to suggest
that all scientific research at least in the western world should take into
consideration our judeo
fudeo christian tradition
in this article we attempt to show that because all paradigms are
based on assumptions which by definition reflect individual values and
therefore some degree of subjectivity the scientific method does not
totally eliminate all subjectivity and simply to deny this subjective
component is not a proper solution A better solution would be to
acknowledge assumptions explicitly select them carefully and understand their complementary function in all the processes of all scientific
method
recently some philosophers scientists and professionals have
challenged the idea that using the scientific method guarantees utmost
objectivity michael polanyi for example claims that the ideal of
strict objectivism is absurd suggesting that subjectivity comes into
the scientific method through tacit knowing a knowledge we are
only subsidiarily aware of when this tacit knowledge fuses with
I1
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our objective knowledge it becomes our personal knowledge and
our intellectual commitment 2 similarly thomas S kuhn sees
subjectivity as an integral part of the development of scientific
paradigms because new theoretical models typically emerge in
response to recent societal trends and new hierarchies of values 3 this is
why new paradigms typically give rise to great emotional furor this
emotionalism of course is related to the explicit or implicit criticisms of
old models by new ones it is also related to the threat to the vested
interests accumulated by the scientific community over time but above
all theoretical controversies are heated and emotional because they are
centered upon
up on the legitimacy of the different subjective assumptions
made by the theories involved thus because theoretical models manifest
the values of their proponents they represent a lot of emotional commitment and faith and because their acceptance depends more on the
values they imply than on their ability to explain and predict they require
extensive and persuasive arguments and counterarguments 41
THE DUALISM OF VIRTUS ET VERITAS

paradigms that are created mostly by the deductive thought process
are by definition subjective and value laden particularly in the social
sciences 5 this subjectivity however can be largely but never entirely
controlled by inductive objective and rational observation if we
associate virtus with deductive subjective thinking and veritas with
inductive objective thinking we may begin to understand the complementarity of these two principles
A deductive paradigm or theoretical model may be arrived at by
logical human effort may claim to be the product of divine revelation
or may actually be revealed but whatever its origin it is typically
presented by its advocates as a tentative truth an explanation by
deductive thinkers who as needed use pure deductive logic to
go down periodically to the empirical reality to make selective observations so as to corroborate what they already know to be true 6
deductive models as products of the human mind are by definition
intuitive and subjective this is why the creators of deductive models
often tend to focus on the implications of their models rather than on
questions about their validity this is also why many deductive models
give rise to ideological thinking and why those who prefer deductive
thinking to inductive thinking often feel compelled to teach and as
teachers they are typically didactic and persuasive
margaret wilson vine offers as an example of the deductive
thinker plato when he developed his deductive model of the perfect
republic As plato searched for an ideal model of the perfect state he was
more concerned with answers than with questions he saw what ought to
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be to satisfy the needs of the whole man therefore plato saw no need
to separate the political from the ethical wealth from honor education
from wisdom the citizen from the moral agent 7 in platos model truth
and virtue could not be separated
on the other hand aristotle preferred inductive objective
thinking and developed his ideas by carefully generalizing from
empirical observations of basic aspects of reality in so doing he
intentionally ignored what ought to be subordinating subjective virtue
to objective truth 8 thus while the platonic approach provides
answers the aristotelian approach encourages questions while plato
sounds definitive normative final aristotle is or appears more
rational questioning challenging
THE

renaissance AND THE development
OF THE scientific MIND

A brief and admittedly oversimplified overview of the
renaissance movement will be used here to identify the turning point
when the prestige of deductive models started declining and inductive
thought processes became identified with the development of the
scientific method
soon after the fall of rome religious institutions gained primacy
in western europe and imposed a deductive christian model that
included the only acceptable comprehensive system of beliefs values
ethics and truth during the middle ages by then however the original
christian model had been lost and the medieval model no longer
represented the truth but rather man made ideas created in an
atmosphere of ignorance and repression the medieval model of virtue
and truth lasted only as long as it was protected by force when it fell
to the challenge of inductive inquiry not only that model but all
deductive models lost prestige
in their need to escape intellectual oppression renaissance
thinkers introduced two distinct movements both emphasizing inductive thinking each challenging different aspects of the medieval
christian model one movement was religious attacking the catholic
churche practices introducing new versions of the bible in the
churchs
vernacular of the people and popularizing the inductive objective
study of the scriptures that eventually gave rise to a myriad of protestant
churches 9 the second movement was secular it led the artists
influenced by the inductiveness of greek art to humanize european
painting statuary and architecture and it led inductive thinkers
carefully slowly and often at great personal risk to challenge and
question the theoretical models that had heretofore rested on deductive
assumptions
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out of both these movements emerged a renewed commitment to
the inductive approach as well as a flurry of empirical experimentation
that eventually contradicted the traditional uninspired religious
models in due time the scientific method was developed combining the
deductive subjective and the inductive objective thought processes
however because the deductive approach had lost so much prestige the
empirical inductive approach and therefore secularism objectivity and
rationality became central to the scientific method
today the scientific method supposedly begins with random
empirical observations so as to create inductive paradigms based on
reality rather than deductive models based on human ideation
because of this some scientists have been led to believe that they can
actually be fre
freefrom
efrom the subjectivity of values and let facts speak for
themselves this appears to be so among physical scientists who
unshackled from erroneous religious assumptions have become free to
face and solve issues previously considered untouchable or unreachable
working with a relatively stable manageable and predictable subject
matter emphasizing rational inductive methodology and by design
avoiding obvious ethical issues these scientists have upgraded health
production and physical comfort faster than ever before in the history of
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the world As a result the objective inductive approach is now acclaimed
and with it rationality and secularism are now enthroned
the social scientists have not fared as well human behavior
includes by definition emotional and moral dimensions that are more
subjective and therefore less easily quantifiable or measurable than
physical phenomena and often less observable as well faced with this
behaviorists in
problematic reality some social scientists such as the behaviorisms
psychology identified with the physical scientists and sought to be
totally objective value free to do so they were forced to make the
arbitrary decision to ignore the importance of subjective aspects of
human beings such as motivation cognition and other processes of the
human mind this do or die attitude toward objectivity however could
not protect them from the subjectivity of their assumption that human
beings are not basically different from the lower animals an assumption
that incidentally is strongly rejected by many social psychologists
this assumption justified their experimenting with rats chickens and
monkeys and generalizing their findings to humans which gave them the
reputation of being the most rigorous scientists in the social sciences
yet their findings would mean very little if their assumption of the
continuity between genera were proven to be false the point is that the
empirical objective inductive thought process is never free from the
subjectivity of its assumptions
not all social scientists have chosen to deny the reality of human
subjectivity but in order to maintain an objective stance many have
purposefully and carefully created and maintained a pseudomoral
pseudo moral
fudeo christian
vacuum pseudo because it explicitly bars traditional judeo
ideas and values while allowing modem social trends and fashions to
dictate the assumptions on which the paradigms are based it is this world
of pseudo objective and pseudo value free science that we have in mind
when we invite true believers to make greater use of their knowledge of
religious principles 10 our point is that assumptions based on eternal
truths can only suggest unimpeachable paradigms and hypotheses that
no truly objective research could ultimately disprove
so instead of rejecting outright the judeo
fudeo christian value tradition
as inimical to the search for truth we believe science should explicitly
acknowledge its dependence on deductive subjective paradigms and
proceed inductively to test their predictive power if deductive models
have any merit they would not only endure any inductive challenge they
would welcome and encourage such challenges any truth thus estabbeahn of scientific
lished would have its relevant virtue and more the reahn
truth would augment and expand to areas now thought to be outside the
realm of the scientific this boundary itself is nothing but a subjective
value laden choice which in being denied as such unwittingly limits
scientific inquiry to secular though still subjective aspects of reality
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in the past religion objected to inductive inquiry it should now
invite it if science once shied away from certain deductive models it
should now openly test them and show its willingness to acknowledge
their validity when those models pass the test or show their fallacy
when they do not no religious virtue has any truth if it cannot stand the
most objective inductive test that science is able to apply similarly no
scientific truth has any virtue if it cannot be reconciled to the time tested
values of society where that truth has meaning
in view of the above discussion could not latter day saint
scientists make a peculiar contribution to the search for truth could they
not explicitly or implicitly allow gospel principles to guide their choice
of assumptions about different aspects of the nature of their universe
after making this avowedly subjective selection could they not then
choose a new a modified or an appropriate old paradigm and with full
rationality objectivity and rigor proceed according to the tenets of the
traditional scientific method if they could do that could not their
method be called an inspired scientific method

FIGURE 2
inductive thought process
of an inspired scientific method
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THE DEDUCTIVE INDUCTIVE THOUGHT PROCESS
OF AN INSPIRED scientific METHOD

the basic difference between the traditional scientific method and
an inspired scientific method is that the inspired method acknowledges
openly the value of depending on deductive faith where human
knowledge is temporally unavailable in the area of assumptions
while at the same time encouraging the objective testing of anything
susceptible to empirical measurement
before attempting to demonstrate how the inspired scientific
method can be used it is necessary to emphasize that pursuing truth and
virtue through the inspired scientific method is totally different from
monnon
Mormon
izing secular models a frequent practice among mormon
mormonizing
thinkers we are well aware that many contemporary LDS scholars
would never advocate or use in research secular models without
first making them somewhat fit their religious beliefs for example
Dar wins theory of evolution it is
when LDS physical scientists discuss darwins
carwins
typically presented as the process god may have used to create the living
things
th
on our planet this casual accommodation of religious and secular
ingson
knowledge is what we mean by mormonizing
Mormon izing secular models
this effort at maintaining cognitive consonance has some merit
however most of us when confronted with dissonance simply ignore
distort whatever appears to be a source of conflict that is why the
or diston
Mormon izing of secular models brings confusion rather than resolution
mormonizing
this confusion is obvious when some LDS social scientists can be heard
bearing their testimony that such conflicting theories as structural
functionalism the conflict theory symbolic interactionism the developlearning theories truly represent the reality of the
mental theory or the leaming
universe as well as their view of the gospel this same confusion is
obvious among LDS professionals when some testify of the veracity
of gestalt therapy while others testify of behavior modification
psychoanalysis the cognitive approach or the ecological approach but
this confusion among LDS scientists simply reflects the confusion of the
world itself
to illustrate many social scientists have become intrigued by
Ma slows self actualization model which encourages us to go beyond
maslows
mallows
society to attain a higher plane of living very typically however we fail
to take into account the fact that this model has emerged out of a
humanistic philosophy that is basically inimical to christianity instead
we proceed to make this model fit into our LDS ethos we may replace
social needs with false traditions and we may rephrase self
actualization to become reaching for perfection and soon the model
becomes what we believe to be a true representation of what living the
gospel should be
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in the process however we have distorted the model and
its intent and if we teach this modified model to students as being
valid we have failed them in several ways we have failed to make
them aware of the important role played by assumptions therefore
they cannot see that maslows
Ma slows model is a product of the 1960s when
mallows
middle class values were rejected absolutes were negated and the new
ideal was individuality doing ones own thing moreover we have
failed to give our students an opportunity to be critically analytical we
have not helped them see how flimsy the term self actualization really
is in the absence of basic absolute and eternal laws and principles to
guide our behavior and we have failed to point out how inhuman the
term altruism can become when used by the individualistic person
the natural man without reference to gods plan or to charity the love
of christ in addition we have unwittingly undermined our societal
nonns
values norms
bonns and laws by supporting the modem thesis that traditional
societal values are so outdated that even when we have nothing to
replace them with they can be rejected and deviated from with full
impunity
when we make one deductive model fit into another deductive
model ignoring the assumptions on which both are based we become
intellectually dishonest the inspired scientific method on the other
hand suggests a totally different more rigorous and consistent method
it consists of first identifying the central aspect of the gospel that
provides us with a deductive theoretical frame of reference second
surveying holy writ for scriptural statements out of which basic assumptions can be drawn and third using these basic assumptions to develop
ideal types identify or create appropriate specific theories and derive
pertinent and testable hypotheses
to use the inspired scientific method latter day saint scientists
would start from the deductive gospel model commonly known in the
church as the plan of salvation the plan of salvation in this context
refers to the explanation of the purpose of the existence of humankind
here on earth this explanation tells us of a great council where we were
offered a way to become like god our father this way demanded that
toprovide humans with whateverwas
whatever was necessary for
earths be organized to provide
their temporal needs
2 a couple of spirits be given immortal physical bodies and an opportunity to make them become mortal in a proper setting for a fair
test
3 a set of expectations be made available to human beings through the
spirit of christ and through prophets against which their performance
would be judged
4 redemption be provided so that all spirits may be enabled to regain their
own body in a renewed and immortal form and be given whatever
reward they wouldgain
would gain here on earth
1
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this plan of salvation explains humans raison detre

as well as

their origin and destiny and provides them with an overall theoretical
explanatory framework
the plan of salvation in addition to providing us with a theoretical
framework also serves as an umbrella for a myriad of what we will call
here scriptural statements
statements found in the scriptures that
many believers accept as statements of absolute truth n these
statements may be concerned with the nature of the world and of things
in it for example our universe is an orderly universe ruled by law
through the light of christ and the power of god dac
d&c 887 13
abr 418 statements may relate to basic human needs for example
the need for control over property protection of life and free exercise of
conscience dac
d&c 1342 they may refer to the potentiality of human
a little lower than the angels heb 26 8
or their reality
beings
unless he yields to the
for the natural man is an enemy to god
enticings
becometh
ent icings of the holy spirit and putteth
putteti off the natural man and be
cometh
a saint through the atonement of christ the lord mosiah 319
in addition some scriptural statements come in terms of what
should be commandments that tell us what is functional and what is
dys functional to human beings or events that show us what righteous
dysfunctional
and approved men and women of god do when inspired of the lord for
dys functional pattern ex 2014
example we are told that adultery is a dysfunctional
dac 4224 and when we read of general moroni gathering his people
for war we can tentatively conclude that going to war when our family
religion freedom and peace are threatened is acceptable to the lord

alma 4611

10
21 48
4810

the

scriptures are full of such statements which because they
fit within the planof
planos
pian of salvation draw legitimacy from it and become part
plan
of divinely revealed truth and the assumptions of those who believe
now having a basic deductive gospel model and explicit scriptural
assumptions we can develop general theories middle range theories
ideal types and clear testable hypotheses then the constant process of
reconciling theory to relevant empirical reality begins never losing
sight of the assumptions we can empirically study specific aspects of the
middle range theory or of the ideal type testing relevant hypotheses
then we can interpret the findings so as to bring a sense of fit between
the empirical data and the theory

application OF THE INSPIRED scientific METHOD TO THE
understanding AND STUDY OF THE MODERN AMERICAN FAMILY

the following exercise

is primarily designed to exemplify rather

than to convince therefore we plead that the theoretical model not be
summarily dismissed simply because the reader may not agree with our
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conclusions we hope that any disagreement will on the contrary fuel
the desire to discuss challenge and modify what has been represented
here so that we eventually develop a workable model

the

position of the family within the gospel theoretical framework

according to the scriptures the family unit was established in the
garden of eden it functions both to provide companionship gen 218
23 24 moses 318 23 24 abr 514 17 18 and to serve as a vehicle
to bring forth spirit children gen 128 moses 228 abr 428 moses
6511 so that they may be socialized alma 3912 and then tested
abr 325 thus the family carries out a major function in the plan of

65

salvation
survey of the scriptures to identify scriptural statements

inductive objective searching by definition demands thoroughness in this case by using A topical guide to the scriptures of the
concord ances we
concordancer
church ofjesus
of latter day saints and other concordances
of jesus christ oflatter
may identify as many relevant scriptural statements as possible these
are our findings first the extended family is part of the patriarchal order
jamely
family
recognized as a unit here on earth and in the hereafter the word
jamily
wordfamily
in ancient scriptures generally refers to the extended family the patriarchal family the conjugal unit on the other hand is typically called a
household mosiah 25 josh 714 thus when the lord expresses his
1 1
or with the
concern with the families of israel isa 6523 jer 3311
families of the earth gen 105 123 he seems to be primarily
concerned with lineage with family relations that link people and
generations together even beyond the grave gen 258 dac 1302
1375 to be established forever these relationships require the sealing
the welding link mal 46 dac 22 13847 48 12817 18 that can
only be obtained through temple ordinances the lord expects members
of the extended family to feel love concern and loyalty toward one
another thus the scriptures remind us that we should forgive one
10 11 gen 455
another 1 john 2210
502 1 1 ne 7211 and demonstrate
4555021
16 loyalty gen 1416 and sense of unity to our
our love ruth 1ilg
116
siblings and other relatives Ps 133
13311 but above all we must be
concerned for one an others salvation 1 I1 ne 812
230
14230
lit12 14
81222 ne 1112
8122ne
second the conjugal pair must love support and help save one
another although in time past the extended family has been given
prominence the lord has also shown great concern for the conjugal
family our sacred books have shown us the love existing between
abraham and sarah isaac and rebecca jacob and rachel lehi and
sariah and when king benjamin pronounced his last sermon he

72
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addressed himself to the conjugal units who pitched their tents in front
of the temple mosiah 26 converting them all one by one mosiah 52
the lord has given us a number of recommendations concerning the
11
married state first he has commanded that we marry 1 cor 11
1111
moses 318 dac 4916 because humans should not be alone A
husband is to leave his parents and cleave to his wife becoming one
flesh gen 224 moses 324 matt 195
4222 and having
children Ps 1273 5 husbands and wives should love one another
jacob 37 1 cor 716 husbands should give honor unto their wives
1 pet 37 and live joyfully ecal
eccl 99 rejoicing with the wife of their
prov 518 men should love their wives as christ loves his
youth brov
church willingly sacrificing themselves for her eph 525 they
certainly must not be unfaithful dac
d&c 4223 26 and divorces should
be few limited to cases involving sexual infractions mark 109
matt 193 9 532 women are to love and stay with their husband
10 they are to be a comfort to
and children titus 24 1 cor 7710
their husbands dac
d&c 255 forgiving him dac
d&c 13256 and
submitting to his authority 1 1I pet 31 5 12 col 318 as he exercises
it in righteousness
third the conjugal family has been structured in terms of a specific
division of labor the scriptures indicate that soon after the fall a
family division of labor was established by the lord according to
it men are to rule gen 316 moses 422 and govern their home with all
gravity and meekness tim 34 5 d&c
dac 319 mostly through
persuasion 2 ne 2523 dac 12141 44 with great respect for those
10 col 3211 eph 64 luke 1520 3 11 praying
governed matt 18
1810
faithfully jer 1025 3 ne 1821 mosiah 2714 men are to protect
their homes alma 4347 4810 4612 work gen 317 19
moses 423 25 and provide for their wives dac
d&c 832 and their
children mosiah 415 dac 834 and they are to teach their children
in both secular and religious things fathers must pass on to their children
their language and their learning enos 1iii
ili1 1 ne 12 moses 65 6 and
111
share their personal experiences beut
deut 49 they must bring their
children up in light and truth dac
d&c 9340 42 and in their testimony of
the lord Ps 785 isa 5413 deut
beut 67 3 ne 2213 moses 512
61 58 they must prepare them for baptism dac
d&c 6825 as well as for
christs coming alma 3916 so that they might know of our lord
through whom they can obtain a remission of their sins 2 ne 2526
prov 226
this teaching must be done when the children are young brov
2 ne 45 and through personal example jacob 235
3 10 prov
brov 207
235310
reinforcing all principles with firm gen 1819 deut
beut 3246
josh 2415 kindness eph 64 otherwise evil comes 1 1I sam 212
313 children are to honor their parents ex 2012 matt 1919
eph 62 1 ne 1755 mosiah 1320 lev 1932209
1932209 mal 16 accept

lili
illi

dac

32
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and live by their parents righteous teachings and by their righteous
prov 1188 2322 4411 col 320 1 tim 54 women are to be
values brov
mothers gen 316 moses 422 like their husbands they are expected
48 and they are to be homemakers
to teach their children alma 5647
56478
Ps 1139
but homemakers with a difference homemakers who are
good at what they do and who gain some degree of independence
through industry and trust in the lord thus paraphrasing the scriptures
tell us that a virtuous woman can be trusted because she wisely administers her home she gets up early in the morning and feeds her family and
her servants she sees to it that there is good food but no spoilage or
idleness in her home she is wise and kind she helps the poor she reaches
out to the needy her home is prepared to face the darkness and the cold
she excels in all things she weaves and sells her products to the
merchants she buys a field and plants a vineyard and above all she fears
the lord
As we review the above scriptural statements the following basic
assumptions emerge

the conjugal family is a basic link to the extended

family welding the
past and the future both horizontally among the members of the
generations
extended family and vertically between &a
orations
lons interacting
erations
aa
with exchanging support and good will for and providing security to
all members
2 the conjugal family is to perform two major functions tension
management providing emotional support and procreation and
socialization of children
3 to provide tension management the conjugal family requires that
spouses give priority to their conjugal ties that they share and express
positive feelings and that they respect one another and be faithful to
one another
4 to perform the tasks of procreation and socialization the conjugal
family must reflect a division of labor men are to administer and
protect their home provide for their wife and children and teach their
children women are to be mothers and it would follow nurturers
nurturers
homemakers creative and independent and teachers children are to
honor obey and retain the functional and time tested values of their
parents
1

As we draw this list we promptly see that the scriptures do much
more than provide us with basic assumptions about family structure and
functioning the scriptures tell us what the structure and functioning of

the family should be thereby providing us with an ideal type of the
family 12 it would follow then that at least in the social sciences an
inductive survey of scriptural statements would often provide us with
assumptions that blend virtus and veritas in addition such a survey leads
us to think of families as systems having various degrees of functionality
dys
and functionality
dysfunctionality
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next step is to compare this ideal type of a functioning
family with the family trends found in the united states today the
divinely inspired ideal family type suggests that the family functions
best when

the

extended and the conjugal families are interrelated and interdependent
2 the conjugal family functions to procreate and to socialize children
that is to prepare them to function appropriately in their future roles
3 the ideal conjugal family also functions to provide tension management for all its members
4 the conjugal family employs the traditional division of labor to
achieve its goals
5 the extended family supports and absorbs the broken family in cases
of divorce or death
1

by contrast the present day american family

is affected by the

following societal trends
geographical mobility and increasing dependence on other institutions
undermine the traditional interdependence between the extended and
conjugal families
2 the birthrate is down and some conjugal families choose not to have
any children the youth culture tends to bring some degree of alienation
between parents and children and to involve the young in deviant
behaviors
3 many women and children are expressing a great deal of discontent and
rebellion and many men are responding with an increasing sense of
insecurity
4 men have given up responsibilities of teaching and disciplining
children to women homemaking is depreciated and unrewarded and
women increasingly obtain jobs outside their homes sending their
young children to be cared for by others as they work women take over
even more responsibilities
5 divorce has greatly increased with mothers typically heading the
broken conjugal family helped by the government rather than by the
extended family female headed families comprise the fastest growing
poverty group
1

this exercise leads us to the selection of a general theory of order
and within it to a systems approach furthermore an already existing
and well known theory of the middle range kingsley daviss theory of
the conjugal family appears to fit well our gospel inspired view of the
family 13 both daviss model and the gospel model see the family
as existing because it performs two major functions replacement
reproduction and socialization and tension management
within this theoretical model of the family much can be done
all aspects of todays family structure and family interaction can be
dys functions todays american
studied in terms of their functions and dysfunctions
family can be compared to the ideal gospel mode cross culturally
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family structures and family functions can be differentiated compared
and objectively evaluated universality and cultural relativity of patterns
can be properly considered thus the scriptures can provide latter day
saint scientists with information that leads them more directly to the
truth
the most intriguing and to some perhaps the most disturbing
finding in this exploratory analysis is that because the scriptures are
often prescriptive telling us what we should do the inductive search for
scriptural assumptions appears to lead to the construction of ideal types
and to the systems approach therefore using the inspired scientific
model latter day saint family sociologists would view the present day
american family as pathological in itself this would not set them apart
from many secular family sociologists who at this time also view the
family as being unstable as being in a state of transition but there would
be a basic difference and this difference resides in the fact that the
scriptures give us an ideal type on this basis latter day saint family
sociologists would tend to view family dysfunctions
dysfunctions as resulting from
deviance from this ideal type and to suggest solutions in terms of
returning to some version of the original model
without an ideal type to refer to secular family sociologists tend to
be less critical in fact at a time when the american family appears to
be so fragile many among them view the new emerging patterns as
useful experiments that update and improve on the traditional family
unavailingly they hope that these new trends will lead the family unit to
a more creative more adaptive and more functional prototype
this basic difference in frames of reference between secular and
latter day saint social scientists explains the corresponding differences
in orientation to problems and it takes great courage and integrity to face
the scientific community and on the basis of gospel truths declare
this truth has virtue and this virtue is true but it is encouraging to
LDS social scientists have been doing exactly this
know that a number of
oflds
oflas
for example kathleen slaugh rejecting some claims that day care
children are cognitively superior to children brought up at home has had
learn both deductive and
the courage to claim that at home children leam
inductive problem solving while day care children are only exposed to
deductive decision making 14 alien
ailen bergin needed even more courage
allen
when he announced in national professional meetings to his secular
colleagues that religious beliefs of patients can and must be taken into
account by psychotherapists at the same time latter day saint
educators scientists and professionals have been establishing organizations to explore and promote the use of gospel truths to upgrade their
various endeavors
we want to emphasize again that we regard these ideas as tentative
and open to critical appraisal latter day saint thinkers are a diverse and
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independent group and we do not wish to impose a methodology upon
them we hope however that these ideas may serve as a springboard for
thought and discussion until we the scientists and professionals of the
church can develop a style of our own
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